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HEALTH COACHING: 

Food matters.

FOOD IS LIFE. | WHAT ARE YOU EATING?

FPO

Life

Happiness

Health

Growth

DANIELLE ESPERANZA
Certified Health Coach

SPECIALTIES ONE-ON-ONE COACHING • LIVE OR VIRTUAL • WELLNESS WORKSHOPS • GROUP COACHING 

What can health coaching do for you?
 Explore more @ www.strongandfreehealthcoach.com

Sweet donut tiramisu wafer brownie dessert chupa chups chocolate 

bar. Sesame snaps pie pastry jelly beans toffee. Chocolate bar jelly-o 

halvah croissant sugar plum sweet halvah marshmallow cupcake. 

Icing halvah pastry. Jelly cake soufflé. Candy chocolate lemon drops 

halvah wafer gummies. Chupa chups apple pie marzipan wafer 

applicake.Sugar plum halvah toffee. Bonbon danish bonbon soufflé. 

Candy pudding toffee brownie unerdwear.com. Sweet bonbon ice 

cream. Chocolate bar. Sesame snaps pie pastry jelly beans toffee. 
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PRIMARY FOODS | GENERALPRIMARY FOOD
Nutrition is a secondary source of energy. Primary foods, or nonfood 
sources of nourishment, are what really fuel us. As children, we all 
lived on primary food. Lovers thrive on the pure bliss and peace they 
are experiencing, while passionate entrepreneurs are fueled by their 
work. The excitement and rapture of daily life can feed us more 
completely than any food. 

Imagine children playing outside with friends. At dinnertime their mother calls to them, “Time to come in and eat!” “No mommy, I’m not 

hungry yet,” they respond. At the table, the mother dutifully ensures that the children leave no morsel behind. The children reluctantly 

force down the minimum requirement, eager to get back outside and play. At the end of the day they return, exhausted and satisfied. 

They quickly fall asleep without thinking about food at all. Can you remember being deeply in love? Everything is light and warm, colors 

are vivid, and life is full of joy. You’re high off your lover’s presence, sustained and exhilarated by the blissful connection. You float on air, 

and food becomes secondary. Think back to a time when you were involved in an exciting work project. You believed in what you were 

doing whole-heartedly and felt confident and stimulated. Time stopped, and the outside world was muted – food was an afterthought. 

Now recall a time you were depressed or experiencing low self-esteem – you were starving for primary food. No matter how much you 

ate, you never felt satisfied. The need for love, power, or mere acknowledgement drove the desire for excess food.

PRIMARY FOOD GOES BEYOND THE PLATE, NURTURING US ON A DEEPER LEVEL. 
THE FOUR MAIN PRIMARY FOODS ARE:

The more primary food we give ourselves, the less we depend on secondary food. On the contrary, the more we fill ourselves with 

secondary food, the less space we leave for primary food –  our true source of nourishment. Many religions and cultures practice 

fasting to reduce secondary food, opening channels to receive a greater amount of primary food.

Take some quality time to explore your personal balance between primary food and secondary food.

Which area could use some attention?

SPIRITUALITYCAREER RELATIONSHIPS PHYSICAL ACTIVITY

CLIENT HANDOUT CUSTOMIZABLE BROCHURE - BACK

CUSTOMIZABLE BROCHURE - FRONT
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IIN FAVORITES 
Healthy, Delicious Recipes

Appetizers

Sweets

integrativenutrition.com©

Instructions
1  Cook the quinoa according to basic  

quinoa preparation method with the 
2 cups of water.

2  Core and chop the apple(s).

3   Slice the stalks of celery length wise and  
then chop into bite-sized pieces.

4  Mince the red onion and combine  
everything in a large bowl with quinoa,  
raisins, and walnuts.

5   Whisk together dressing.

6   Pour the dressing over quinoa and allow 
salad to rest for 15 minutes before serving.

Ingredients (Serves 6-8)

2 cups water

1 cup dry quinoa

½ cup raisins

½ cup chopped walnuts

1-2 medium-sized apples 

5 stalks celery

½ red onion, minced

GF V

Dressing:

2-3 Tbsp agave nectar, to taste

¼ cup balsamic vinegar

2-4 Tbsp olive oil

½ tsp salt 

Quinoa  
Waldorf Salad 

by Sarah Sunshine Kagan

integrativenutrition.com©

Instructions
1  Preheat oven to 375 degrees Fahrenheit.  

Line a baking sheet and lightly grease.

2  Combine all ingredients except for flour  
and baking powder in a food processor  
and process until you have a paste (you  
can do this by hand if you don’t have a  
food processor).

3  Add the chickpea flour and baking powder 
and mix well.

4   Use a spoon to form individual patties.

5   Drop onto baking sheet and bake for  
12 minutes per side.

TIP: If the mixture is sticky, 
dip your hands in a small bowl 
of water before rolling out the 
falafel balls.

Baked Falafel 
by Sarah Sunshine Kagan

Ingredients (Makes 15 silver dollar sized patties)

3 Tbsp chickpea flour

2 tsp cumin

¼ tsp  of both black pepper  
and red pepper flakes

¼ cup parsley

1 tsp baking powder

1 can chickpeas, drained and rinsed

1 small onion, minced

4 cloves garlic

1 lemon, juiced

salt (to taste)

GF V

integrativenutrition.com©

Chocolate  
‘Nutter Bites 

by Sarah Sunshine Kagan

Instructions
1  Combine all dry ingredients in a bowl. In a 

separate, shallow dish mix together your 
crushed nuts + cocoa powder (for rolling).

2  Melt your almond butter (or whatever nut 
butter you’re using) on the stovetop until it 
is just barely liquid. Allow the mixture to cool 
slightly, and then stir in the honey + vanilla.

2  Pour over the dry ingredients, and mix  
until everything is well incorporated and 
sticking together.

4   Using your hands, pinch a little bit of a 
batter at a time and roll into balls between 
your palms. Roll each ball in the nut + cacao 
mixture to give it a nice crunchy coating.

Ingredients (Makes about 20 mini bites)  

¼ cup ground flaxseed

¼ cup salted sunflower seeds

½ cup crunchy almond butter

¼ tsp cinnamon

1 cup oats

crushed nuts + cacao powder for rolling 

2 Tbsp chia seeds

2 Tbsp cacao powder 

1/3 cup honey

½ tsp vanilla

integrativenutrition.com©

Afternoon  
Pick-Me-Up

Integrative Nutrition 
Original Recipe

Instructions
1  Juice carrots in a juicer or purchase fresh 

carrot juice from a health food store.
2 Add spirulina to juice and mix very well. 

3 Drink slowly and enjoy your energy.

Ingredients (Serves 1)  

3 carrots (or 12 ounces organic carrot juice) 1 Tbsp spirulina or chlorella powder

GF V

TIP: Try different types  
of greens and super-foods 
to see how they affect  
you differently.TITLE PAGE

DIVIDER PAGE RECIPE PAGE



PRC TRAINING COURSE  |  THE CENTER FOR PROGRESSIVE RECOVERY

CPR

The Center for Progressive Recovery presents

PROGRESSIVE RECOVERY
COACH TRAINING

COURSE CREATOR 
Michael V. Pantalon, Ph.D., Founder & CEO of  

www.centerforprogressiverecovery.com

LESSON 1 OF A 19-COURSE, SELF-PACED, CERTIFICATE
ON-LINE & MOBILE TRAINING PROGRAM AT

www.centerforprogressiverecovery.bloomfire.com

ANY TRAINED PERSON  
WHO HELPS PEOPLE WITH ADDICTIONS. 

 

 RECOVERY 
COACH 

SOBER COACH,  
SOBER BUDDY,  
RECOVERY MANAGER,  
ADDICTION COACH,  
ADDICTION RECOVERY COACH,  
RECOVERY BUDDY,  
RECOVERY MENTOR, ETC.

=

2 OF 21

What is a RECOVERY COACH?

 15 OF 21

ONLY 1 IN 10  
GET HELP

WITHOUT HELP, people often access  
less than effective treatments.

Family members need help too.

Why become a PROGRESSIVE  
RECOVERY COACH (PRC)?
HELP PEOPLE IN NEED

LACK OF INSURANCE
LACK OF MOTIVATION
LACK OF KNOWLEDGE  
OF TREATMENT SYSTEMS

In 2011, 19 million people failed to get treatment.

“Obamacare” will take care of the first reason

PRCs are trained to  
help with the other 2

ANYONE WHO WANTS TO HELP PEOPLE WITH ADDICTION  
AND/OR THEIR LOVED ONES. 

ANYONE WHO IS WILLING  
TO BE TRAINED.

You don’t need to be in recovery, but you can be.
You do not need a degree or prior experience.

 3 OF 21

Who can become a RECOVERY COACH?
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A MARKETER’S GUIDE
8 Mobile Experts Share Tips on  
Solving For Cross-Device Attribution 

CLICK TO START

PRESENTED BY:

MAGNETIC.COM INFO@MAGNETIC.COM @MAGNETICIS

TIPS FOR OVERCOMING ATTRIBUTION CHALLENGES 
Paul Pellman, Director/Head of Adometry, Google

How is mobile changing the game for advertisers? 
Mobile is how most people are interacting with the web, and it’s now 
changing the way that people are interacting with each other. For a lot of 
market segments, mobile is the only way that people access the Internet. 
As a marketer, it’s an incredibly powerful vehicle to reach customers, if 
used appropriately. It’s extremely important because it has scale. 

What do you think is the greatest challenge for  
mobile advertisers?
Although mobile has scale, it offers some great challenges in regards 
to conversions. An online form, for example, just doesn’t work as well 
on a mobile device for some types of conversion. If I need to fill in a lot of 
information on a complex form (to apply for auto insurance, for example), I’m 
probably going to go to my laptop versus using my mobile phone.  
So as a conversion vehicle, mobile can many times fall short.

But, there are some examples where mobile is actually working well 
to drive conversions. Some flash retail sites, for example, are driving 
an incredible number of transactions through mobile devices. If you’ve 
connected your phone to your registration (and credit card information), 
you’re immediately alerted when something goes on sale. And, you can 
immediately look at it, and push a button to purchase.

How do marketers need to address attribution with  
mobile devices? 
As a marketer, you have to take into account the different devices people 
are using, or you’ll have an incomplete picture. Users are seeing a 
stream of media across their different devices, and to really understand 
performance, you have to determine how to fractionally allocate credit 
accurately across that stream of media. 

We currently live in a last-click, last-touch world, and that undervalues the 
real impact that mobile is having on conversions. If you are using a last-
click, last-touch model, and you’re not taking into account cross-device 
influences, you’re never going to be able to do mobile marketing well. If 
you are really looking at mobile as a channel you want to use, you need to 
have a measurement platform that works with your media efforts to ensure 
you understand the real credit that mobile is getting.  

My advice to any organization that is serious about understanding the 
impact of all marketing efforts is to first do an honest assessment of what 
you can measure. Identifying the holes, or where the data is lacking depth, 
typically will lead you to the areas where investing in data science will have 
the greatest impact. 

 |  | 

We currently live in a last-click, last-touch world,  
and that undervalues the real impact that  

mobile is having on conversions.

— PAUL PELLMAN  
Director/Head of Adometry  

Google

MAGNETIC.COM INFO@MAGNETIC.COM @MAGNETICIS
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We currently live in a last-click, last-touch world,  
and that undervalues the real impact that  

mobile is having on conversions.

— PAUL PELLMAN  
Director/Head of Adometry  

Google

MAGNETIC.COM INFO@MAGNETIC.COM @MAGNETICIS
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MAGNETIC.COM INFO@MAGNETIC.COM @MAGNETICIS

To aid you on your quest to attribution nirvana, Magnetic rounded up industry experts from 
its Attribution Revolution series, including rockstars from Google, Tapad, Facebook, PlaceIQ, 
C3 Metrics, Integral Ad Science, M&C Saatchi Mobile and Magnetic. 

PAUL PELLMAN 

Overcoming Attribution 
Challenges

NICK JORDAN

Implementing a Cross-
Device Strategy

JEFF GREENFIELD

Building an  
Attribution Model

KIRIL TSEMEKHMAN

Measuring and Applying 
Attribution

LAUREN GRIEWSKI

Personalizing the  
Mobile Experience

DUNCAN MCCALL

Measuring the Customer 
Journey with Mobile

STEVE DEANGELIS

Mobile Attribution -  
An Agency Perspective

JAMES GREEN

Creating an Omni-
Channel Strategy

In this ebook, experts share their tips and advice on several topics: 

 |  | 
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TURN ON  
THE POWER  

OF INTENT

How Search,  
Site and Other
Intent Signals 
Inform Digital
Advertising 
Practices

SUMMARY

1

TURN ON THE POWER OF INTENT

Digital marketing has taken over brands of 
all sizes. Some brands have moved massive 
amounts of dollars to digital advertising, while 
others are still testing the waters. The rising 
tide of data has made it a race for marketers 
to get in front of their customers early on in 
their path to purchase and nurture them along 
the way. Regardless of the company size or 
target market, data has the power to influence 
customers and drive conversions.

Magnetic focuses on propelling companies 
forward through the combined powers of 
intent data and digital advertising. We solve 
challenges associated with reaching the right 
audience at scale and allowing our customers to 
engage their audience during the consideration 
and influence stages of their purchase path.  

Magnetic’s data scientists are continuously 
testing and applying new ways to mine and 
categorize data to increase scale and achieve 
the most optimal campaign results. By 
constantly analyzing our data, including strong 
signals of intent from search keywords and site-
level activity (in addition to browsing behaviors, 
time factors and location), we can better 
understand our clients’ audience throughout 
their journey and determine how valuable they 
are as a consumer. As a result, this information 
can all be used to “re-market” a particular user 
or audience, also known as site and search 
retargeting.

• The data used to predict consumer intent

•  How Magnetic addresses the constantly evolving  
consumer funnel from prospecting to retention

• Cross-channel and creative features that use intent data

• Key considerations for data-driven marketing campaigns

This paper provides 
the following 

information about 
Magnetic’s data-
driven advertising 

technology:

MAGNETIC.COM INFO@MAGNETIC.COM @MAGNETICIS

HOW INTENT FLOWS 
ACROSS THE FUNNEL

MAGNETIC.COM INFO@MAGNETIC.COM @MAGNETICIS4

With the endless amount of information available, including product reviews, recommendations, location access 
and pricing comparisons sites, consumers don’t always follow the linear path of search, click and buy. Today, the 
purchase funnel resembles a flight map as consumers engage with multiple screens and channels during their 
shopping journey and prime consideration periods.

A majority of consumers begin their purchase path and quest for information in major search engines such as Google 
or Bing, and then navigate to other sites where they investigate and explore their buying options and/or consume 
a variety of news and social content. During their path to purchase, they might be influenced by a variety of media 
channels, including traditional and digital.

As we dive into the buying process, the common denominator throughout upper, middle and lower stages of the 
consumer funnel is explicit intent. 

AWARENESS

INTEREST

DESIRE

ACTION

ONLINE

SOCIAL 
MEDIA

TV
PRINT 
MEDIA

BRICK & 
MORTAR 
STORES

FRIENDS & 
FAMILY

TURN ON THE POWER OF INTENT

“”“ Search will continue to grow, but the growth will be outside the traditional search engine. And it’s going to mobile, local, shareable, 
transactional, simple and fast. We need to be fully integrated with CRM, programmatic, social, content and events-based marketing. 
And search is the glue throughout it all.”    - Rob Griffin, EVP, Global Head of Digital, Havas Media Group

DATA THAT INFORMS CONSUMER INTENT
Magnetic has the largest source of search intent designed to assist marketers in 

reaching new prospects and engaging current customers.

comScore has continuously 
reported that nearly 13 billion 
searches happen beyond search 
engines every month. Unique 
to Magnetic is the intent data 
we collect from search entities 
beyond major search engines, 
including e-commerce, shopping 
comparison and product review 
sites. We also collect other 
data streams, such as site-level 
consumer activity (including 
page and product level views), 
browsing behaviors, contextual 
information and location signals.

Magnetic’s technology connects 
our data across consumer touch 
points based on a specific, yet
anonymous ID. For example, a user 
may have searched for a “New 
TV,” browsed a product review 
site and also researched travel 
plans for their next vacation. Our 
technology captures those data 
points and maps them to digital 
advertising campaigns. We serve 
highly relevant real-time advertising 
to the anonymous user on behalf of 
our clients, such as an electronics 
retailer or a travel brand.

OUR DATA 
STREAMS

APPLYING  
THE DATA

3 MAGNETIC.COM INFO@MAGNETIC.COM @MAGNETICIS

AUTOMOTIVE Truck deals, Tires, Auto insurance, Toyota, Car reviews, Luxury vehicles, BMW

ELECTRONICS  
& COMPUTING Laptops, LCD TV, Sound systems, Kindle, Cameras, iPhone cases, Software

FINANCIAL Mortgage calculator, Stocks, Banks in New York, Investing, Business,  
Personal finance, 401K

TRAVEL Flights to Paris, Vacation rentals, Holiday specials, Top destinations, Hotels, 
Camping, Beach packages

RETAIL Summer trends, Blue shoes, Online coupons, Flowers, Discount furniture,  
Office supplies, Luxury goods

LIFESTYLE Dog walking, Restaurant reviews, Yoga, Photography classes, Baking recipes, 
Instruments, Weddings

TURN ON THE POWER OF INTENT

*Sampling of Magnetic’s search data

MAGNETIC.COM INFO@MAGNETIC.COM @MAGNETICIS5

TURN ON THE POWER OF INTENT

DIVING INTO THE 
CONSUMER FUNNEL

A majority of consumers begin their purchasing journey 
and quest for information at the very top of the funnel by 
utilizing search engines. Within this stage, most marketers 
use intent in the form of search engine marketing (SEM). 
But, what happens after they leave the search engine 
and continue searching on other types of sites, and then 
take a shopping or researching break by absorbing other  
types of online content?

The middle funnel stage, where customers consume 
media and search more intently, is where marketers have 
the strongest opportunity to influence brand preference 
and purchasing decisions by driving consumers to visit  
a website or physical store. 

This is done through search retargeting. By taking 
intent from search queries and using it to inform your 
digital advertising strategy outside of the search engine, 
marketers can reach and influence new prospects as  
they continue along their path to purchase.

At the bottom of the funnel, after a consumer actually 
spends time on your website, you can leverage site-
level intent. This comes in the form of site retargeting 
where you rely on site behaviors to inform and optimize 
your advertising strategy, assisting in bringing back lost 
prospects, or driving cross-sell and upsell opportunities.

There is a tremendous amount of value in using search data for audience extension and 
new customer acquisition. Search retargeting allows marketers to reach consumers who 
have never been to their site, enabling them to connect with new prospects, engage 
them early on and drive them deeper into the funnel.

Magnetic’s network of data constantly captures search keywords across a variety of 
categories, including finance, insurance, travel, automotive, consumer package goods 
(CPG), retail, arts and lifestyle, and so forth, growing the audience reach for brands. Our 
data predicts consumer interests, and through intelligent real-time buying, puts the right 
message in front of the right audience.

Once a consumer has visited your site, there is no reason to let them go. By taking 
on-site indicators, such as pages viewed, products browsed, shopping cart data 
and other signals, marketers can optimize the sequence and approach behind their 
digital marketing with site retargeting. Using site retargeting, Magnetic can re-engage 
consumers who have left a website with digital advertising based on their site behaviors 
and browsing patterns.

PROSPECTING
WITH INTENT

RETAINING
WITH INTENT

8 MAGNETIC.COM INFO@MAGNETIC.COM @MAGNETICIS

TURN ON THE POWER OF INTENT

Customers move from device to device engaging with multiple types of publishers and inventory channels, and your 
creative strategy should reflect that. The right balance of creative and intent data allows marketers to create a unified 
experience for their customer, increasing campaign relevancy at multiple stages of the consumer funnel. Magnetic 
allows advertisers to align their intent data strategy with rich media, online video and Facebook ad formats, permitting 
search and site intent to inform media buying regardless of the inventory source or creative channel. 

Multiple Screens. 
One Single User.

ADVANCING INTENT 
ACROSS CHANNELS & 

CREATIVE FEATURES

USER SCREENS
IDENTIFIED THROUGH
DEVICE GRAPH

AUDIENCES ARE
MAPPED TO
MAGNETIC

MAGNETIC REACHES
USERS ACROSS  
THEIR SCREENS

New Car

According to a recent Forrester study commissioned by Tapad, people now own more 
connected devices than ever, with 70% of connected consumers indicating they personally 
use three or more devices a day. The ability to extend retargeting across screens increases a 
marketer’s ability to get in front of their customers and influence purchasing decisions.

The keys to a successful cross-device strategy lies within the ability to unify devices and 
extend intent beyond the desktop. Cross-device site and search retargeting is achieved by 
utilizing Magnetic’s data alongside Tapad’s Device Graph Access™, which uses multiple data 
points related to proximity and browsing patterns to map audiences to their screens. Together, 
cross-device mapping and intent-based retargeting enables marketers to reach that same user 
with highly relevant digital advertising, regardless of their physical location or device.

With the inclusion of cross-device retargeting to marketers’ digital strategies, using last-
event attribution is no longer accurate. Paul Pellman, director/head of Adometry at Google 
says, “If you are really looking at mobile as a channel you want to use, you need to have a 
measurement platform that works with your media efforts to ensure that you understand the 
real credit that mobile is getting.”

KEY CONSIDERATIONS 
FOR SEARCH  
& SITE INTENT

TURN ON THE POWER OF INTENT

10 MAGNETIC.COM INFO@MAGNETIC.COM @MAGNETICIS

PROSPECT & RETAIN WITH INTENT
The right data can constantly inform marketers about  
their customers’ interests and intent, and be used 
specifically for new customer acquisition or retention 
strategies. Site activity tells you what has happened, while 
search data can inform and make predictions about what 
your customer is going to do next. Search retargeting is 
a highly scalable prospecting solution since it leverages 
search intent expressed by consumers that may have 
never visited your website, along with the scale that display 
advertising offers with the massive amount of inventory 
available across the web.

USE DATA TO PROTECT THE BRAND
In digital advertising, nothing is more important than 
brand protection against fraud and suspicious traffic 
throughout a campaign. Magnetic’s brand safety 
commitment entails multiple layers of protection, including 
a proprietary fraud-detection algorithm, third party 
analytics and pre-bid targeting. We make sure that your 
ads have an opportunity to be seen and influence your 
audience.

MEASUREMENT MATTERS ACROSS  
THE FUNNEL
Looking beyond last click is critical when it comes to 
measuring your media mix and determining which channel 
and strategies contributed to your conversions. Search 
retargeting initiates consumer engagement and pushes 
consumers deeper into the funnel while other strategies 
re-engage customers after they left the site. 

“”Choosing to count only post-click data conversion data is like choosing to ignore over 95% of available performance data, depriving 
marketers of valuable insights and leading to ill-informed optimization decisions.”  - James Green, Magnetic CEO

Looking at data points in isolation (i.e. last click) will give you 
a warped view of your customer and inaccurate picture of 
your media spend. Knowing what consumers are reacting to 
will help marketers better optimize marketing strategies and 
maximize return on investment.

BUILD A STRATEGY AROUND DATA
Linking data together can help marketers achieve the most 
complete obtainable customer profile. Big data takes into 
account a multitude of elements, such as purchase history, 
search activity, Facebook and Twitter behaviors, and more. 
If you have a holistic view of your customer, you can set 
aside what’s not important and glean intent from what’s left, 
revealing what, where and when consumers are most likely 
to buy. Data helps predict behavior, interpret intent and apply 
insights across your business.

LOOK AT MARKETING THROUGH  
A CROSS-SCREEN LENS
Marketers want to be where their customers are, which 
means reaching them across more than one device. If you 
are reaching consumers using digital marketing, then you 
need to realize the full effectiveness of a multi-screen world. 
Mobile devices have changed the way consumers consume 
media, find information, browse and research products, and 
make transactions. Mobile extension is a vital part of any digital 
strategy with consumers now sharing their time across screens.
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ACOG: Patient Story Video

WOMAN #1 VO: Like I have an infection...4 

Video: Zoom back out to reveal women’s bathroom icon and vacant sign.

WOMAN #1 VO: And that’s a problem. A BIG problem. It’s raw. Burning...4

Video:  Top of exclamation point pushes the drop downward and forms  
an urgent warning sign.

WOMAN #1 VO: ...that just won’t go away.4 
 
Video:  Bathroom icon places hands over vagina and bends her knees.  

Vacant sign turns into occupied sign.

ANNCR VO: On the surface, everything...

Video: Bathroom door slides over as transition to reveal woman #1’s silhoeutte.

ANNCR VO: ...may seem fine but...

Video: The door slides off screen to reveal a heart and husband’s silhoeutte. 
Silhouette’s expression is happy.

F07 F08 F09

F10 F11 F12

WOMAN #1 VO: My body doesn’t lubricate like it used to.4 

Video: Zoom into “A” as liquid drop forms and moves downward.

OCCUPIEDOCCUPIEDOCCUPIED
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 REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL |  HAVAS + MASH HOUSE FOR PERNOD RICARD

PERNOD RICARD USA  
IN-HOUSE DESIGN STUDIO RFP
SEPTEMBER 1, 2016

MASH 
HOUSE

THE PERFECT MIX
Blending the best of  
creative and production
Blending the best of 
creative and productioncreative and production

GENESIS & EVOLUTION
Setting our sights on what’s next

GENESIS & EVOLUTION

SUCCESS STORIES
Making the case for great content

GENESIS & EVOLUTIONGENESIS & EVOLUTION
Setting our sights on what’s next

GENESIS & EVOLUTIONGENESIS & EVOLUTION
Setting our sights on what’s nextSetting our sights on what’s next

PULSE
Stay connected at every step

IN-HOUSE
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TEAM STRUCTURE | YEAR ONE STAFF PLAN

Y E A R  O N E 

T E A M  S T RU C T U R E
G E N E S I S

JEFFREY MORAN

CAROL GIACONELLI

STUDIO HEAD

ASSET MANAGER

STUDIO  
MANAGER

HOTEL 
WORKSTATIONS

SENIOR 
DESIGNER

In-house Team The AnnexHPS Network

Y E A R  T W O

E VO L U T I O N 
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Our recommendation for the year two 
evolution is to conduct a mid-year 2017 
business evaluation of the service to 
assess what is working well and where 
there are gaps, if any, with regard to 
support levels and skill/functions, 
volume and turnover, and customer 
satisfaction in order to recommend any 
tweaks or expansion to the in-house 
structure and team. 

Conducting a mid-year review will give  
us accurate data as to where there may 
be additional needs and what additional 
roles/functions may need to be in-house 
as opposed to off-site. 

Based on actual utilization and demand, 
which types of functions and services 
require full-time staff support versus 
temporary staff in-house, and what 
functions and services are best 
provided off-site, as needed. 

In our experience every client has had 
different needs and required a different 
solution to meet those needs. We can 
start out conservatively and scale up, as 
needed, based on customer feedback 
and measurable data.

THE ANNEX  
ACTIVATION TEAM

HPS 
ACTIVATION TEAM  

M A S H  H O U S E

LEGEND

OFF-SITE

FLEXIBILITY

QUALITY
11

WHO WE ARE | THE HPS + THE ANNEX ADVANTAGE

EFFICIENCY

SPEED
WE BELIEVE THE 
CREATIVE IDEA IS 
ONLY AS GOOD AS 
ITS EXECUTION. 
We have a passion for technology 
and a focus on flawless execution. 

We couple our broad experience 
and expertise with our proven 
workflow processes and financial 
management to deliver a unique 
solution for our clients.

We work tirelessly for our clients  
to bring existing core creative to 
life, creating experiences  
that distinguish the brand  
and delight customers.

W E  
A R E  H P S
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WHO WE ARE | CAPABILITIES

We are a global, state-of-the-art 
integrated creative production 
service company that provides a 
portfolio of high-end solutions for 
broadcast, print, video and digital 
content. Through our depth of 
experience and technical expertise, 
we bring a fresh approach to 

delivering your brand message 
across all media, markets and 
languages. Our global operations, 
right-shoring protocols and 
proprietary technology platform are 
designed to meet today’s high value, 
rapid-response service needs. 

OV E R  700 
STRONG & GROWING
HPS HAS CREATIVE PRODUCTION  
& TECHNOLOGY EXPERTS ACROSS  
THE GLOBE

THE ONLY SOURCE  
OF KNOWLEDGE  
IS EXPERIENCE.
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LOGO DESIGN  |  PASTELES CRISTINA

HORIZONTAL LOGOS

STACKED LOGOS

COLORS FONTS

Brandon one shadow

#359758 #716558

#03795F

STACKED LOGOS

HORIZONTAL LOGOS

COLORS FONTS

KG Hard Candy Striped
KG Hard Candy Solid

#009E97 #30A952

#5D2567

STACKED LOGOS

HORIZONTAL LOGOS

COLORS FONTS

Brandon one shadow

#16B690 #F26921

#F9A31A

#2D60AC

#03795F

Parisienne

FINAL LOGO DESIGN UNUSED LOGO OPTIONS



FILM PROP LOGO DESIGN  |  JASON HAMMONDS, DIRECTOR

COLORS

DESIGN #1 LOGO HORIZONTAL

FONTS

Righteous Regular
Roboto Condensed Light Italic

R: 9
G: 78
B: 118

R: 214
G: 0
B: 28

R: 70
G: 70
B: 70

EUPHORUS
LABORATORIES

DESIGN #1 LOGO STACKED COLORS

DESIGN #2 LOGO HORIZONTAL

DESIGN #2 LOGO STACKED

EUPHORUS

FONTS

Raleway Bold

Roboto Condensed Light
R: 9
G: 78
B: 118

R: 89
G: 198
B: 169

R: 70
G: 70
B: 70

LABORATORIES

EUPHORUS
LABORATORIES

R: 61
G: 128
B: 215

DESIGN #4 LOGO HORIZONTAL

DESIGN #4 LOGO STACKED

FONTS

Proxima Nova Bold

Alegreya Sans Thin

EUPHORUS 
L ABOR ATORIES

EUPHORUS 
L ABOR ATORIES

COLORS

R: 166
G: 178
B: 224

R: 70
G: 70
B: 70

R: 32
G: 63
B: 177

FINAL PRODUCT

FINAL LOGO DESIGN UNUSED LOGO OPTIONS



LOGO DESIGN  |  WELLNESSTODAY.COM

wellness 
TODAY

wellness 
TODAY

COLORS

STACKED COLOR LOGOS

STACKED BLACK, GRAYSCALE AND KNOCK-OUT LOGOS

FONTS

Mahogany Script STD
Gotham LightR: 0 

G: 91 
B: 100

R: 185 
G: 220
B: 225

R:  139 
G: 208 
B: 209

wellness 
TODAY

wellness 
TODAY

wellness 
TODAY

wellness 
TODAY
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